Camera model identification has gained significant importance in image forensics as digitally altered images are becoming increasingly commonplace. In this paper, we present a solution to the problem of identifying the source camera model of an image using a novel deep learning architecture called Remnant Convolutional Neural Network (RemNet). RemNet is comprised of multiple remnant blocks with intra-block skip connection and a classification block in series. Unlike the conventional fixed filters used in image forensics for preprocessing, our proposed novel remnant blocks are completely data driven. It suppresses unnecessary image contents dynamically and generates a remnant of the image from where the classification block can extract intrinsic camera model-specific features for model identification. The whole architecture is trained end-to-end. This network proves to be very robust for identifying the source camera model, even if the original images are post-processed. The network, trained and tested on 18 models from Dresden database, shows 100% accuracy for 16 camera models with an overall accuracy of 97.59% where the test dataset consisted of images from unseen devices. This result is better in comparison to other state of the art methods. Our network also achieves an overall accuracy of 95.01% on the IEEE Signal Processing (SP) Cup 2018 dataset, which indicates the generalizability of our network. In addition, RemNet achieves an overall accuracy of 99.53% in image manipulation detection which implies that it can be used as a general purpose network for image forensic tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
C AMERA model identification (CMI) is an important topic in image forensics and has applications in crucial tasks such as criminal investigations, authenticating evidence, detecting forgery, etc. This topic has gained even more relevance in recent years as digitally altered images are becoming more pervasive in electronic media. Now-a-days, professional image editing tools are readily available, thus, making image forgery quite commonplace. Although, some information about the source of an image can be obtained from metadata, this data can be forged as well. Since none of these imagemarkers can be considered as a reliable metric to determine the source, the task of identifying the camera model becomes very challenging. As a result, a forensic analyst has to resort to image processing techniques to identify the camera model with which an image was taken.
A number of methods have been proposed in the literature to perform this task. An extensive review of these methods can All authors are with the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Dhaka-1205, Bangladesh.
E-mail: * khasan@eee.buet.ac.bd be found in [1] , [2] . Initially, researchers have tried to merge external features, e.g., watermarks, device-specific-code, etc., present in an image for the purpose of device identification [3] . However, adding different extrinsic features to every single camera being used has proved to be an unmanageable task [4] . As a result, focus has shifted towards detecting intrinsic camera features, such as the Color Filter Array (CFA) pattern [5] , interpolation algorithms and Image Quality Metrics (IQM) used in the camera [6] , [7] . Device-specific camera detection schemes have also been proposed, where noise patterns like the Photo Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU) have been exploited to identify the device [8] - [10] . Although device specificity is an inherent feature of PRNU noise, forensic researchers have developed methods to make camera model identification device invariant [11] , [12] . Most of these try to estimate the model-specific artifacts that are introduced into an image during image capture and then correlate these features with a reference for the corresponding camera model [13] . In this approach, the second order statistics of the CFA pattern [14] and 3D co-occurrence matrices [15] , [16] have been used as feature vectors to successfully detect camera models with state-of-the-art accuracy. Most of the methods stated so far have used traditional complex ensemble classifiers. Recently, researchers have adopted a data-driven approach and made an effort to solve CMI problem using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). This suggestion seems quite promising because, of late, CNNs have achieved phenomenal accuracy on image classification benchmarks [17] . Usually CNNs tend to learn features related to the contents of an image, whereas in CMI, we need to refrain CNNs from learning image contents associated with the camera models. As a result, a common practice while using CNNs in digital image forensics is adding a preprocessing layer at the beginning of the CNN architecture. Chen et. al [18] have proposed using a median filter whereas Tuama et al. [19] have used a high-pass filter before feeding images in their respective CNNs. Bayar et al. [20] have proposed a data-driven constrained convolutional layer which is superior in performance to both median and high pass filters. In [21] , a concept of Fusion Residual Network (FRN) is proposed which uses the idea of using multi-scale receptive fields on an input image. It extracts intrinsic features from the input image by applying convolutions with different kernel size and then concatenates the feature maps. Seeing the improvement of results associated with the different preprocessing schemes, it has become evidently clear that the a customized preprocessing operation should be explored thoroughly in this field.
Also, in spite of the breadth of works performed in this arXiv:1902.00694v1 [eess.IV] 2 Feb 2019 field, little attention has been given to the identification of camera models from images of unseen devices. In addition, the performance of existing CMI methods on post-processed images, e.g., JPEG compressed, resized, gamma-corrected, etc., is not well studied. Although some researchers have explored the case of detecting image manipulation discretely [20] , [22] - [25] , not many have tried to bring them to the same framework. In reality, a robust CMI network needs to correctly predict the source camera model of an image which may have gone through diverse post-processing and captured from a previously unseen device.
In this paper, we propose a novel CNN architecture, called Remnant Convolutional Neural Network (RemNet), for identifying camera models from extensively post-processed images acquired with unseen devices. The network is comprised of two parts-a preprocessing block consisting of several remnant blocks with intra-block skip connections and a classification block. Remnant blocks constitute the core architecture of our network. It suppresses the unnecessary contents of the input image dynamically and outputs a remnant of the image from where high level camera model-specific features can be extracted. This is achieved through the use of several convolution layers with skip connections in between. We omit the activation function so as to make it perform a linear filter. The remnant blocks are followed by a classification block which learns higher-level discriminative features utilizing the useful information provided by the remnant blocks. However, the problem of overfitting still remains since existing datasets are limited in their sizes. To overcome this setback and to ensure generalization of the features that are learned, we use a number of data-augmentation schemes such as gammacorrection, JPEG compression, re-scaling. Our training procedure helps the network learn more robust camera modelspecific features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief overview on CNNs. Section III presents a detailed description of our proposed architecture along with the motivations and intuitions behind designing it. Section IV provides a thorough discussion of the training and evaluation procedure along with the experimental results obtained after testing the model with different datasets on different image forensic tasks. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Convolutional neural networks are particular types of deep neural networks that have gained attention from research community and industry, achieving empirical successes in tasks such as object recognition, object detection, speech recognition, and natural language processing [26] . They automatically extract discriminative features from raw input information which are very difficult to obtain through traditional handcrafted feature engineering [26] .
In a typical CNN, the input information is passed through several convolution layers where they are convolved with the filters to generate output feature maps. If x l m is the m-th input feature in the l-th layer, then the n-th output feature in that layer y l n is computed as
where M l−1 is the number of input maps, * denotes convolution operation, and b n l is the bias of the n-th output map in the l-th level.
The convolution operations are usually followed by activation functions. The purpose of these functions are to introduce nonlinearity in the network. In computer vision tasks, ReLU [27] is the most popular choice for activation which is defined as
However, ReLU activation applies a constraint on feature generation by passing only positive values while all negative values are set to zero. As a result, a number of modifications of the ReLU function have been proposed in the literature of which Parametric ReLU (PReLU) [28] has gained popularity in image recognition tasks in recent years. Instead of setting the negative values to zero, PReLU incorporates a learnable parameter a i as
While training neural networks, internal covariance shift causes the distribution of each layer's inputs to change which subsequently slows down the training process. To mitigate this problem, researchers have proposed various normalizing schemes of which batch normalization (BN) [29] is used extensively in recent works. If x i is the i-th input feature in a mini-batch B with m input features, then the output y i with BN is calculated as
where µ B and σ 2 B are the mean and the variance of the minibatch, respectively, and β and γ are two learnable parameters.
To reduce the dimensionality of the feature maps, various pooling operations are performed, such as, max-pooling, average-pooling, etc. The max-pooling operation takes a window of q × q and keeps only the maximum value of the selected window whereas average-pooling keeps only the average value. Pooling layers perform subsampling on the feature space in such a way that the most dominant features are retained.
The input is passed through successive convolutional layers along with activation, BN and pooling layers. Eventually, the feature space is gradually reduced to the number of classes N to get y = [y 1 , y 2 , ...., y N ], where y i represents the score of the i-th class. Finally, a softmax activation is applied on the output layer mapping the N class scores to N probability values p = [p 1 , p 2 , ...., p N ] for each class which sum up to 1:
The training of a neural network is conducted through successive forward and backward propagations of the data. During each forward pass, we get a probability output score for each input data. A loss is then calculated based on the predicted output and the ground truth. For multi-class classification problems, categorical crossentropy loss function is mostly used which is given by
where y *(k) i and y (k) i are, respectively, the true label and the network output of the i-th image at the k-th class among the N classes. This loss is backpropagated to update the weights of the network parameters by using various optimization algorithms, such as, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [30] and adaptive momentum (Adam) [31] .
III. PROPOSED METHOD
We propose here a novel CNN based architecture for CMI. A data-driven preprocessing block is used at the beginning of the network which is followed by a classification block (see Fig. 1 ). The details of the proposed RemNet are presented in the following.
A. Motivation
To explain the motivation of our proposed method, we first describe the image acquisition pipeline of digital cameras depicted in Fig. 2 . In a typical digital camera, the light of a scene passes through a system of lenses and optical filters, which is then collected by an optical sensor. A colour filter array (CFA) is used before the sensor to obtain RGB colour images so that individual sensor element records light of a certain color. The remaining colour information is estimated from surrounding pixels through a process called CFA interpolation or demosaicing. After demosaicing, the image goes through a number of post-processing (e.g., color correction, edge enhancement, and compression) before it is saved on a storage device. As described in [2] , most of these components leave certain 'fingerprints' in the image which can be utilized in different image forensic tasks. Manufacturers generally employ different lens systems in their different camera models which causes lens distortion artifacts, such as, radial lens distortion, chromatic aberration and vignetting. The CFA layout and demosaicing process vary widely among different models and are generally considered as one of the most distinctive model-specific signatures. The sensor pattern noise (SPN) is the most unique characteristic of a digital camera and it is used excessively in the literature for source identification.
In designing CNNs for image forensic tasks, it has been therefore a common practice to use a pre-processing scheme to suppress the image contents and intensify the minute signatures induced by the image acquisition pipeline. This is because, CNNs, in their standard form, tend to learn contentspecific features from the image. To this end, different authors have employed different preprocessing schemes before training their CNNs. Chen et al. [18] fed their CNN with the median filtered residue of the images. Tuama et al. [19] used a fixed high-pass filter on the input image before feeding the data to a CNN. However, the reason behind using specific kernel coefficients or a particular kernel size is not well explained in [18] , [19] . The shortcoming with these approaches are that human intervention is needed in designing the filters and, most importantly, these filters may not generalize on different datasets. Also, as mentioned in [12] , the signatures left by different components in the image acquisition pipeline have different frequency ranges-demosaicing and vignetting leave low-frequency patterns whereas the SPN introduces highfrequency components. Since there are some camera modelspecific features in the low-frequency range, using a high-pass filter may result in loss a of valuable camera model-specific features. A specific kernel size for median filtering may not also serve the purpose optimally.
To overcome the difficulties associated with designing an optimum filter for preprocessing, a data adaptive constrained convolutional layer is introduced by Bayar et al. [20] . The proposed preprocessing method in [20] extracts prediction error features from the image. However, the constrained convolution was first proposed for image manipulation detection [25] and it is not well explained how prediction error features retain camera model-specific features.
Therefore, our main goal is to introduce a preprocessing scheme that is completely data-driven but without any imposed constraints. This strategy is proven to be crucial for extraction of superior camera model-specific higher level features for our classification task as evident from our experimental results (Section IV). The benefit of designing such a preprocessing block is that it can dynamically adapt itself to perform different image forensic tasks.
B. Network Architecture
In this paper, we propose a novel CNN based architecture, RemNet, to identify camera model of an image. Our architecture comprises of two parts-remnant blocks and a classification block. The remnant block is a data driven custom preprocessing scheme on the input image that suppresses image contents to some extent as required and intensifies camera model-specific feature-rich portions of the image at its output. The classification block attempts to generate a prediction based on the output of the final remnant block.
1) Remnant block: The camera model-specific features inherent in an image are very subtle and minute features of the image [1] , [12] , [32] . Detecting these features are difficult in itself and the task is made even more challenging because of the existence of device-specific features such as Photo Response Non Uniformity (PRNU) as sensor noise [9] , [12] along with model-specific features in the image. Having enough data from multiple devices of each model would have helped the network to generalize further on this task. Therefore, to detect the source camera model effectively, we need to take care that the network does not become dependent on device specific sensor noise. In addition to this, various post-processing operations are generally introduced in the images which alter the spatial structure of the features in an unpredictable manner. Therefore, a network that can detect the model-specific features under all of these constraints needs to be designed and trained in such a way that it excludes the device-specific features as much as possible and is able to focus on the model-specific features.
The design of our proposed remnant block addresses all 
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the above mentioned issues. The problem of diminishing minute model-specific features is alleviated in the remnant block through the use of skip connections. To preserve input information throughout a block, the input is propagated to every convolutional layer inside the block. Even if some of the minute features are lost in a layer, it is regenerated through the skip connections (see Fig. 3(b) ). This also prevents the vanishing of gradient-flow during training. We do not use any activation function in our remnant blocks because we prefer to build the remnant blocks as optimal digital filters that will act as preprocessors for CMI. The final layer of a block is subtracted from the input in a pixelwise fashion. The motivation behind this subtraction operation is to regulate information flow, suppress the contents of an image, and utilize the remnant after the successive convolution operations.
There are several hyperparameter choices in the final structure of our preprocessing scheme: the number of remnant blocks, the depth of a single block, the number of filters in each layer, and kernel size-all of these are set using crossvalidation. The architecture of the remnant block is depicted in Table I . Each block consists of 3 convolutional layers with kernal size 3×3 followed by BN. Inside each block, the feature space is widened from 64 × 64 × 3 to 64 × 64 × f i in the first 2 convolutional layers and then reduced to 64 × 64 × 3 again in the last convolutional layer. The choice for f i in the consecutive remnant blocks are 64, 128, and 256, respectively. The output of the final convolutional layer in a block is subtracted from the input. As the convolutional layers are followed by BN, in spite of directly using the input, we use the batch normalized version of it. The contribution of the remnant blocks in RemNet is experimentally verified in our experimental results section (see Table IV ).
The remnant blocks are somewhat influenced by the highway networks proposed by Srivastava et al. in [33] . A plain convolutional layer applies a nonlinear transformation H (parameterized by W H ) on its input x to produce its output y:
where H is usually an affine transform followed by a nonlinear activation function, but it may take different forms for different 
tasks.
For a highway network, two nonlinear transforms T (x, W T ) and C(x, W C ) are defined such that
where T is the transform gate and C is the carry gate. T controls how much of the activation is passed through and C controls how much of the unmodified input is passed through. Our remnant blocks are motivated by these two gating units. We make significant modifications in our transformation function H because of the nature of the operation we want to perform. As the remnant blocks are intended to be designed as a linear preprocessor, as stated before, we avoid the use of nonlinear activation functions. Also, we make use of multiple intra-block skip connections in our remnant block to preserve input information throughout a block. We use a pixelwise subtraction operation that regulates the flow of information and alleviates the loss of information through successive convolutional operations. For the above mentioned reasons, our transform and carry gate are linear in nature and we set T and C as −1 and 1, respectively. In our case, (11) becomes
The residual network (ResNet) [34] is also a variant of the highway network [35] where the choices for both T and C are 1 for the residual blocks. However, the transformation H used in [34] works as a nonlinear feature extractor whereas the H of our remnant blocks performs linear filtering operation. In addition, ResNet does not use any skip connections.
To demonstrate that the dynamically designed remnant blocks truly performs the desired pre-processing task, we show in Fig. 4 the outputs of the final remnant block along with their frequency characteristics for an arbitrarily selected 3-channel image. We also make a spatial and frequency domain comparison of the conventional filters, e.g., median and high-pass filters used in [18] , [19] , respectively. show the median filtered residue, high-pass filtered output, and the output of the last remnant block, respectively. If we observe the frequency domain representation of the three output channels of our remnant block, we notice that it is not constrained in the frequency domain. The first channel encompasses information from the full frequency range whereas the other two channels mostly learn distinct low frequency components. On the other hand, the fixed preprocessing performs the same operation on 3 channels and discard information of a certain range of frequencies.
We claim that our data adaptive preprocessing performs better filtering operation as it preserves the camera signature from a wide range of frequencies. This claim is supported by Lukas et al. [12] where they have explicitly stated that both low and high frequency information are required for CMI. The distinctive competency of the remnant blocks is experimentally verified in Section IV.
2) Classification block: The output of the final remnant block, of size (64 × 64 × 3), is passed to another module we name as classification block which is outlined in Table  II . The aim of this module is to extract higher level camera model-specific features, reduce the dimensions of the feature vectors, and eventually generate a class probability of the source camera model of the input image.
The classification block has four consecutive convolution layers at the beginning. Each of the convolutional layer is followed by a BN layer and a PReLU activation. The output of the fourth convolutional layer, of size (4 × 4 × 512), is followed by an average-pooling operation which reduces the feature vector to a size of (1 × 1 × 512). Finally, we pass the average-pooled feature vector to a final convolution layer with softmax activation to generate probabilities for the N number of camera models.
Instead of using max-pool operation, we use strided convolution to reduce the feature space in the first four convolution layers. This makes the feature reduction process learnable and much less aggressive compared to max-pool [36] . As per the design principles introduced in [20] , we gradually decrease the kernel size in the first convolution layers. The BN layer is included for regularization and faster convergence.
Previously CNNs used the ReLU activation function [37] . But here we want to emphasize on extracting camera model fingerprints which are statistical in nature. They do not necessarily have to be positive. As we do not want to put any constraint on the feature generation, we use the PReLU activation function in our classification block. Also when CNNs used with a PReLU activation function, it has exper-imentally demonstrated higher accuracy [25] . We have also experimentally verified this in our experimental results section (see Table IV ).
The average-pool operation is used as per the conventional design structure of CNNs [34] , [38] , [39] to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space before making the final decision. We do not use fully connected layers in the classification block to keep the number of parameters less which makes the network less prone to overfitting. This also helps the network train faster.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed RemNet, we conduct a number a experiments. In this section, we discuss those experimental results in detail. All of the experiments regarding training and implementation of the model are performed in a hardware environment which includes Intel Core-i7 8700K, 3.70 GHz CPUs and Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti (11 GB Memory) GPU. The necessary codes are written in Python and the neural network models were implemented by using the Keras API (version 2.1.6) with TensorFlow-GPU (version 1.8.0) in the backend.
A. Results on Dresden Dataset
We comprehensively evaluate our model on Dresden Dataset [40] . These images are captured with 73 devices of 25 different camera models. Multiple shots have been taken from several locations (e.g., office, public square, etc.) for each device. Different pictures are acquired from different viewpoints (e.g., looking on the right, on the left, etc.) for each location. The acquisition process is explained in detail in [40] . In our work, we choose only those camera models which have more than one device so that we can keep one device separate for testing purpose. This results in discarding 7 camera models. Of the rest 19 devices, we consider two camera models, Nikon D70 and Nikon D70s, as a single model based on the work of Kirchner et al. [2] . Consequently, we have 18 camera models (see Table III ). We use scene to refer to combination of a location and a specific viewpoint.
We split the dataset into train, validation, and test sets in such a way that the camera device and scenes used during testing are never used for training or validation. For each camera model, we set one device apart for evaluation. This results in 7938, 1353 and 540 images in the train, validation and test set, respectively (see Table III ). This splitting policy, proposed in [41] , is of paramount importance so that we can be sure that the neural network does not overfit on the training data and the testing accuracy is not biased by device specific features or the natural contents of the scene.
We extract 256 × 256 sized clusters of pixels from the original image. However, it is to be noted that all clusters of pixels from an image are not rich in camera model-specific features. In particular, saturated and flat regions are not likely to contain enough statistical information about the camera model. Therefore, after extracting clusters, we determine their quality and only use clusters of good quality to train and test our network. We compute the quality value of a cluster as outlined in [41] . For each cluster P in an image, its quality Q(P) is computed as
where α, β, and γ are empirically set constants (set to 0.7, 4 and ln(0.01), respectively), µ c and σ c , c ∈ [R, G, B] are the mean and standard deviation of the red, green, and blue components of cluster P, respectively. For cluster of pixels with texture, this quality measure tends to be higher than for the overly saturated or flat clusters (see Fig. 5 ). We found that this quality assessment is in consistent with the 'others' category mentioned in [21] . According to the definition in [21] , 99.32% of our quality clusters fall into others category while 0.63% are smooth and the rest 0.03% are saturated. Therefore, we can consider that our cluster selection strategy is almost identical to choosing the 'others' category patches of Yang et al. [21] . Although we extract 256 × 256 sized good clusters from the main image, the input patch size that we opt to use for our network is 64 × 64 as suggested in [21] , [41] and [42] . During training, we select a patch of size 64 × 64 randomly from a cluster of 256 × 256 in each iteration. The idea of small input patch of 64 × 64 is motivated by 3 reasons: (i) it results in more data to train our proposed network; (ii) during test, it enables us to generate multiple predictions for a given image and averaging over all of those predictions may ensure a more accurate classification; (iii) training our network with patches of smaller size relative to the image prevents our network from learning dominant spatial features of the image affixed directly to its contents, subsequently enabling the network to learn inherent model-specific statistical features. Also, training a network with bigger input patch size poses hardware constraints and requires more time.
Our cluster selection strategy introduces statistical variations during training. The network cannot rely on seeing the same patch of size 64 × 64 more than once. This has a regularizing effect and forces the network to learn more robust features that generalizes better across multiple samples of the input data. Our proposed cluster selection method also ensures that the input patches of 64 × 64 to the network are a mix of good and bad patches where good patches are dominant in number. Some of the good clusters of 256 × 256 may contain few bad patches of 64 × 64 (see Fig. 5 ). Therefore, during training, the network learns to extract features from saturated regions as well. This in turns helps our network to perform well in bad clusters extracted from the main image which is demonstrated in the experimental section.
We extract 20 clusters of size 256 × 256 from each image and this results in 158760 and 27060 clusters for the train and validation set. During training, we randomly crop a 64 × 64 size patch from each cluster in each epoch and feed it to the network. We use categorical cross-entropy as the loss function and Adam [31] as the optimizer with the exponential decay rate factors β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999. The batch size we opt to use is 64. The initial learning rate is set to 10 −3 and is decreased by a factor of 0.5 if the validation loss does not decrease in two successive epochs. When the learning rate is reduced to 10 −7 , the training is stopped. In this way, we train our network for a maximum of 50 epochs and save the weight with the least validation loss for evaluation. The corresponding training history is shown in Fig. 6 . It shows that our model quickly converges at around 20-30 epochs. The validation loss decreases gradually with the training loss and there is no significant gap between them. This indicates that our network does not tend to overfit.
After training, we test our network on the testing set comprised of 18 different camera models of the Dresden database. The test set contains 10800 clusters of size 256×256 from 540 full images, which all are from a separate device and scene that is unseen to the network during the training stage. During testing, we select N number of clusters of size 256×256 from a test image according to our quality assessment. To make prediction for each 256 × 256 cluster, we take the average of the predictions on all non-overlapping patches of size 64 × 64 it contains and assign a camera model labelL n to it. The final predictionL for the entire image is obtained through majority voting onL n for n ∈ [1, N ].
First, we experiment with several design choices of RemNet. We train and test these various designs on the Dresden dataset. The results of these experiments are presented in Table IV . It is evident from this table that our proposed RemNet with 3 remnant blocks followed by a classification block with PReLU activation results in a better accuracy. Using only the classifier block to identify camera models directly from the images results in the worst performance which proves that a preprocessing block is indeed necessary for CMI. For CMI, the detection accuracy of RemNet is 97.03% for N = 20. We compare our results with two established networks-constrained-convolutional network [20] and fusion residual network [21] . Since, we use good quality cluster of pixels that is in commensurate with the 'others' category [21] , we do not implement the fusion residual network for three different categories mentioned in the respective paper. For fair comparison, we use the same input patch size, 64 × 64, for all the networks. The implementation of each method is made under careful scrutiny. The results presented in Table V shows that our proposed architecture performs better than those in [20] , [21] .
Our goal has been to design a robust network that can perform CMI even if the image is post-processed. To address this challenge, we train the networks by augmenting the training and validation sets so as to make the networks familiar with manipulated images. The types of augmentation that have been performed are:
• JPEG-Compression with quality factor of 70%, 80%, and 90% • Resizing by a factor of 0.5, 0.8, 1.5, and 2.0 • Gamma-Correction using γ = 0.8 and 1.2 This increases our train and validation data 9 fold resulting in 1587600 and 270600 train and validation clusters, respectively. After training on this augmented dataset, evaluation is carried out on the test set. From Table V , it is evident that, our proposed RemNet performs substantially better than the other two methods with an accuracy of 97.59%. It is worthwhile to mention that our model attains 100% accuracy on identifying 16 camera models. For the rest of the two camera models, Sony DSC-H50 and Sony DSC-W170, attain accuracy of 90% and 75%, respectively. The decrease in the identification accuracy of these two exact models has also been observed in [19] . As mentioned in [2] , images captured with camera models of the same manufacturer are likely to share some components which makes it harder to separate them. In Fig. 7 , we observe the effect of voting number on the performance of different networks. For the good clusters (see Fig.  7(a) ), our network shows a somewhat steady trend whereas the other two networks show oscillatory behavior. This proves that the performance our network is nearly independent of the voting number of clusters. However, an optimum voting number has to be selected for the other two networks. On the other hand, for prediction on bad clusters of an image, the accuracy gradually increases with the increment of voting number for all three networks as is evident from Fig. 7(b) . In both of these two cases our proposed RemNet outperforms the networks (i.e., [20] and [21] ) in comparison.
In order to verify the robustness of the networks trained with the augmented dataset, we apply various post-processing operations on the test set and evaluate their performance. To further ensure that the network is not biased toward the train set, we perform post-processing on test images with such factors that are not necessarily used in the augmented train and validation set. We process the images using gamma correction with γ = 0.5, 0.75, 1.25, and 1.5; JPEG compression quality factors (QFs) 95%, 90%, 85%, and 80%; and resize scaling factor of 0.8, 0.9, 1.1, 1.2. In all the subsequent experiments, we apply the post-processing operation directly on the original test set images and then extract clusters as mentioned before.
The results are presented in Table VI . In all the experiments, our proposed RemNet outperforms the other networks with a significant margin which proves that RemNet has the potential to identify camera models in real world scenarios. Of the other two networks, the network proposed by Yang et al. [21] performs considerably better than the network proposed by Bayar et al. [20] in JPEG compression and rescaling. In [12] , it is mentioned that gamma correction has little influence on the reliability of camera model identification. Our experimental results (see Table VI) show similar behavior for all the three networks with an exception for [21] at gamma correction factor of 1.5.
B. Results on SP-Cup Dataset
To test the generalizability of our approach, we have also trained and tested the network on the CMI Dataset provided for the IEEE Signal Processing (SP) Cup 2018. The training dataset provided by the IEEE Signal Processing Society consists of images captured by 10 different camera models having 275 images for each model. Since, only one device is used to capture these images for each camera model, we collect external data from multiple devices from Flickr under the creative commons license. All these images are used for training and validation purposes only. A brief summary of the dataset is given in Table VII. The dataset described in Table VII is split into train and validation data by 3:1 ratio. The test dataset is provided separately which includes 2640 images of size 512 × 512, among which 1320 are unaltered and the rest are augmented, i.e., resized, gamma corrected or JPEG compressed. All the test images are acquired with a separate device other than the ones used for capturing training images.
The training and testing is done by following the same procedures as mentioned in the earlier experiments. This time, we train our network for 10 classes. The testing is done on the test set which are images from completely separate devices that are used for for training. Since the size of the test images is 512 × 512, we extract the best cluster of size 256 × 256 and generate result following the testing procedure mentioned previously. According to the competition rules of 
C. Image Manipulation Dectection
Now, we show the use of our network in a completely different image forensic task. We use it to identify the kind of image-manipulation done on an image. The same network architecture is used here except the number of output classes, which in this case is 4 -unaltered, rescale, JPEG compression, and gamma correction. The input patch size for all the networks is also maintained at (64 × 64). We use the same augmented train and validation set from our experiments with Dresden dataset and sub-divided it into the 4 manipulation classes. RemNet is then trained to detect the type of manipulation applied to an image. It is to be mentioned that, during training, our dataset consisting of 1587600 train and 270600 validation clusters has been reduced in order to make the training data evenly distributed among 4 classes. Since the number of unaltered train and validation clusters are 158760 and 27060, respectively, we select 158760 train and 27060 validation clusters randomly for each type of manipulation.
In testing, we have used the test images from the Dresden dataset and generated a total of 540 × 13 = 7020 test images, which include 540 unaltered images; 540 × 4 = 2160 gamma corrected images with γ = 0.5, 0.75, 1.25, and 1.5; 540 × 4 = 2160 JPEG compressed images compressed with factors of 80%, 85%, 90%, and 95%; and 540 × 4 = 2160 resized images images with scaling factor of 0.8, 0.9, 1.1, and 1.2. Details of the results are given in Table IX . We achieve an overall accuracy of 98.27% in this task whereas [20] and [21] achieve 87.28% and 91.74%, respectively. We demonstrate the detection accuracy for different factors of manipulation in Table IX . For gamma corrected images, the performance of RemNet is the best whereas [21] performs substantially better than [20] . In case of JPEG compression factors of 90%, 85% and 80%, all three networks perform the same except the slight decrease in accuracy for RemNet at the factor of 90%. However, at the compression factor of 95%, [20] and [21] fail miserably by misclassifying most of the compressed images as unaltered images. This is expected since there is very little difference between the original image and JPEG compressed image with a compression factor of 95. The considerably better detection accuracy of RemNet for this compression factor proves its ability to detect subtle changes in an image. When detecting rescaled images, our network performs the best by attaining a 100% accuracy. Of the other two networks, [20] performs better than [21] .
The ability of the remnant blocks to perform different kinds of preprocessing as needed becomes evident if we compare Fig. 4(d(i-iii) ) and Fig. 8 . Comparing these outputs generated for the same input image, we can conclude that the remnant block is able to perform task specific preprocessing. Therefore, we can hypothesize that different types of preprocessing would be necessary for different image forensic tasks. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel CNN based architecture called RemNet for identifying the source cameramodel of an image. RemNet comprises of multiple remnant blocks with intra-block skip connections and a classification block in series. Unlike the conventional fixed filters used for preprocessing in image forensics, our proposed novel remnant blocks are completely data driven. It suppresses unnecessary image contents dynamically and generates a remnant of the image from where the classification block can easily extract intrinsic camera model-specific features. We have comprehensively conducted multiple experiments on Dresden dataset to demonstrate the efficacy of RemNet in CMI. The results of the experiments have shown that RemNet can be successfully used in real-world scenarios. The performance on IEEE Signal Processing Cup 2018 Camera Model Identification dataset has proven further the generalizibilty of our network. Additionally, we have used RemNet for image manipulation detection. The satisfactory performance of our network on this task indicates that it can be used as a general purpose network for different image forensic tasks. We wish to further extend our work in the future to explore the potentiality of RemNet in other image forensic tasks such as forgery detection.
